So far path coverage problem has been studied widely to characterize the properties of the coverage of a path or a track in an area induced by a sensor network, in which the path or track is usually treated as a curve and the width of it can be ignored. However, sensor networks often are employed to carry out road surveillance or target tracking, in which the interesting area is only the surface of the road, thus the width of the road must be considered. This paper analyzes the optimal sensing coverage of the road in this kind of applications, assuming that sensor nodes are deployed along both sides of the road determinately. The optimal position of sensor nodes is studied considering the sensing range of sensors and the width of the road, and the purpose is to cover the road surface completely with minimal nodes. The isosceles triangle model is proposed and proved to be the most suitable, that is to say all sensors get the maximal available sensing area if any three nearest sensors located on both sides of the road form an isosceles triangle. Comparing with the equilateral triangle model proposed in other articles, this model increases the coverage rate and supplies complete coverage of the road.
Introduction
Coverage is an important performance index of a sensor network, because it represents how well the object of interest is monitored by sensors, or how effective a sensor network is in detecting objects intruding the field of watch. Knowing the fundamental coverage property of a sensor network helps to better construct sensor networks. For example, it could tell us how densely sensors should be deployed to detect an intruding object with a given probability or to trace a given fraction of trajectory of the object.
Road surveillance is an important kind of applications, and can be used for traffic surveillance, overspeed early warning, target detection and classification etc. Unattended road surveillance can be realized by wireless sensor network, which is quite economical of manpower and the efficiency of surveillance is also improved, and it is a new direction for application research of wireless sensor network [1, 2] .
The aim of this work is to analyze the coverage property of a sensor network, which is deployed determinately along both sides of a road. In particular, we focus on the optimal sensing coverage, in order to get complete coverage over the road and connectivity between sensors, using minimal number of sensors. It is fundamental in some applications, such as road surveillance, target tracing and others. Because it not only determines the cost of a network, but also influences the veracity and validity of the results. In those applications, the width of the road and the sensing range of sensors must be taken into account, because they are primary factors which affect the relative position among deployed sensors.
The path coverage problem has been extensively studied in recent years, which is useful for the study of this paper. For example, Junko Harada et al. [3] analyzed the path coverage property of a sensor network, characterized the path coverage in terms of three metrics: fraction of coverage, probability of complete coverage, and probability of partial coverage, and derived the expressions for the three coverage metrics as functions of the sensor density, the sensing range of a sensor, and the communication range of a sensor. Pallavi Manohar et al. [4] analyzed the statistical properties of the coverage of a one-dimensional path induced by a two dimensional non homogeneous random sensor network. Sundhar Ram et al. [5] analyzed the one-dimensional path-coverage induced by an area coverage process in a random sensor network and obtain the trackability measures defined in the literature. k-track coverage [6] investigated the prob-lem of finding the configuration of a network with n sensors so that the number of tracks intercepted by k sensors is optimized without providing redundant area coverage over the entire region. These studies considered the coverage property of a path or a track in an area induced by a sensor network. Expressions or formulas derived in these papers are not suitable for the problem proposed in this paper.
Kurlin et al. [7] proposed a method to find the minimal number of sensors randomly deployed along a one-dimensional path to make a network connected with a given probability. The paper also described a powerful method for explicitly computing the probability of connectivity of 1-dimensional networks. However, the path coverage probability is not taken into account, which is vital in road surveillance applications.
The optimal configuration of sensor nodes has also been focused on, such as the equilateral triangle model [8] , which means that if the region R is large enough as compared to the sensing range of each sensor node, to cover region R completely with minimal number of nodes, sensor nodes should be placed as follow: any three disks composed by the coverage area of a sensor node centered at itself should intersect at one point and form an equilateral triangle with side length 3 s r , where is the sensing range of sensors, see Figure 1 . Since sensor nodes can but be placed along both sides of the road in the kind of road surveillance application, they form an equilateral triangle if and only if the width of the road d objects to (1) . However, the width of the road may vary from a couple of meters to dozens of meters, and the sensing range of sensors is also variable in practice, and both of them can not object to (1) in most times. 
The contribution of this work is to analyze the optimal sensing coverage for road surveillance taking account of the sensing range of sensors and the width of the road. As a result, we find that the maximal available sensing area of the networked sensors can be achieved when the positions of every three closest sensors form an isosceles triangle.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, 
. Background of Road Coverage
Ro compare our isosceles model with the equilateral model. Some simulation experiments about the number of sensor nodes required to cover a road optimally have been done based on our research results in Section 5. The Section 6 is 2 ad surveillance and target tracking are common applications of Wireless Sensor Network. The coverage probability varies from different purpose, and we assume that we need to cover the road surface completely in this paper.
Sensing Model
We assume that each sensor has the same sensing range, s r . A sensor can detect all events within i sensin range with probability 1, but it cannot detect any events at all outside the sensing range. This simplified sensing model is usually called "Boolean sensing model" [9, 10] .
We also assume that each sensor has an identical communication range, r w . A sensor can communicate with all sensors within its communication range.
Zhang et al. [8] proved that the conditi ts g on of ≥ 2 ensure that complete overage of a convex region implies connectivity in an and the road surface in practice. Thus they are usually placed along both sides of e sens the road.
Rela ad and Sensing Range of Sensors
d and sensing range of sensors w r s r is both necessary and sufficient to c arbitrary network, assuming the monitored region is a convex set. For clarity of discussion, we assume that communication range is at least twice of sensing range in this paper, and then the set of sensor nodes is connective if it covers the road surface completely.
Structure of the Network
The sensor nodes may be found or damaged by trucks people if they are deployed on the road, even keep away from the road sides. Figure 2 shows the structure of the network. We can see that all s nsor nodes form two parallel lines. We assume that all ors are deployed along both sides of
tionship between Width of the Ro
In this article, we denote the width of the road as d. Then the relationship between The second and third cases are studied in the next section, in order to get the optimal sensing coverage of the road.
Optimal Sensing Coverage of the Road
Optimal sensing coverage m st, the sub nsors should completely cover the road. Given that the coverage area of a sensor node is a disk centered at itself, and the radius is t e sensing ran lem of road coverage is equivalent to cover the road with disks whose centers are along both sides of the road. To achieve complete coverage, there must be seamless beeen disks. Second, the number of working nodes is minimal, that is to say the overlap of sensing areas of all the working nodes is minimal [8] . The available sensing area of a sensor node in road coverage is the part on the road surface. discussed in this section aiming at the optimal sensing coverage of the road, while / they achieve the maximal seamless available sensing area. Proof. All instances that three disks intersect at one point are shown in Figure 5 ensuring that they are seamless. When they intersect at point 1 P , disks 1 O and 2 O are tangent, and disk O reaches the leftmost position. denote the in-betweens. The red curve in int ks bset of all the crossing po of three dis . Since the radiuses of three disks are the same, according to symmetry, the crossing points on the right of point 4 P ymmetrical to the lef es. For clarity o dy, only the sta s betw and e considered. Maximizing the seamless available sensing area of three disks is equivalent to minimizing the overlap of them, namely, minimizing S = S + S + S as shown on f st te 4 ar P Figure 5 . The disks intersect at one point. 
Step2 Count the area of the overlap of three disks As shown in Figure 6 , three disks intersect at point P,
PB=x, it can be educed from Figure 5 that
Let S denote the area of overlap of the three disks, it can be derived from (2) and (3) that
S can be regarded as the function the constrain 
Step3 Count the first derivative of S(x)
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We count the first ative of (4) nd simplify th expressi deriv a e on, and then the result is isosceles triangle according to (6) . And then we can summarize that disks O 1 , O 2 and O 3 get the maximal seamless available sensing area at this time.
The sufficient condition has been confirmed, and then the necessary condition is proved.
Necessary condition Suppose the centers of three disks are located in two parallel lines, if they achieve the maximal seamless available sensing area, then they must intersect at one point and their centers form an isosceles triangle.
Proof. First, we prove that they must intersect at one point, and then their centers form n isosceles triangle.
Step 1 Reduction to absurdity is adopted. Assume that three disks do not intersect at one point and the overlap of them is minimal, then there must exist an area belongs to all of them to ensure seamless, see Figure 8 (a). Consider, for example, move disk 3 O an disks A and B at one point as shown in Figure 8(b) . It is clear that S 1 makes no difference, but both S 2 and S 3 become smaller, so S is smaller than before. Th he primary assumption is mistake, and the ect at oint as their overlap is mini p 2 Three disks achieve ximal se ss abl sing area, that is to say their total overlap is minimal. According to the proving of Lemma 1, ( ) S x a monotonic increasing function in   O O = 2dr , namely, the centers of three disks form an isosceles triangle. Then, lemma 2 has been proved. It is apparent that Theorem 1 is true based on the forenamed proof. When all sensors get the maximal seamless available sensing area, the optimal se the road is achieved, the optimal netw shown as in Figure 9 at this condition. The distance between two nearest sensors on the same side of the road can be expressed as follow, in compliance with (3). nsing coverage of ork structure is
The optimal sensing covera he r cu ge of t oad has been disssed in Theorem The proof of Theorem 2 is referred to Theorem 1. We just explain it intuitively with graph here. All instances of two disks intersecting are shown in Figure 10 ensuring that ey are seamless. Since oth radiuses of two disks are the same, according to symmetry, the positions of disk 2 O on the left of disk 1 O are symmetrical as show n Figure 10 . For clarity of study, only the states shown in Figure 10 are considered. When the center of disk 2 O locates at ' 2 O , the line connecting two cen-
O O is pe ndicular to the road, and the distance between two centers is minimal. When the center of disk
O , the two points intersection lie exactly on both sides of the road, then the distance between two centers is maximal and disk 2 O reaches th ightmost position. Also, the two points of intersection lie Figure 10 is the subset of all the positions of the centers of disk . It is apparent from Figure 10 that the overlap of the available sensing area of two disks is minimal while position , that is to say the two disks achieve maximal available sensing area when their points of intersection lie exactly on both sides of the road and the distance between their centers is maximal.
The red line in
When all sensors get the maximal seamless available sensing area, the optimal sensing coverage of the road can be achieved, and then the optimal network structure is shown as in Figure 11 . It is clear that the nearest three sensors form an isosceles triangle also, according to symmetry, as shown in Figure 11 . The distance between two nearest sensors on the same side of the road can be expressed as follow according to Figure 11 .
Theorem 3 can be concluded integrating Theorems 1 and 2. Theorem 3 To ensure complete coverage, the optimal sensing coverage of the road is that the three nearest sensors located on both sides of the road form an isosceles triangle and the distance between two adjacent sensors on the same side subject to (9) Let L denote the length of the road which needs to be covered, the number of sensor nodes n can be derived from Figure 9 and Figure 10 as expressed in (10) 
The coverage is not seamless if the equilateral triangle model is adopted on this condition, see Figure 12 . However, the isosceles triangle also works on t
d
his condition, see Figure 13 .
/ 3 s d r  
Then the coverage is seamless if we adopt the equilateral triangle, but the intersection of the sensing range of three sensor nodes is not one point but an area, see Figure 14 . We define the coverage efficiency E as the standard to measure them. 
Simulation Results
According to (9) and (10), it is clear that if the road width d, sensor sensing range s r and the road length L are given, then the number of sensor nodes required to cover the road optimally can be calculated in determinately deployment instance. In this section, we carry out some simulated experiments based on our conclusions with the help of MATLAB and C++, while d, L and s r 0). are varying. The calculating of n is based on (9) (9) and (10), n is a subsection function and the inflexion comes while d = r, as th figure reveals. 
The Variance of n as

Conclusions
In this work, we analyze th the road taking account of e optimal sensing coverage of the different size of the senses of the road le, if the sensing range of sensors ing range of sensors and the width of the road. In practice, we focus on the optimal position of sensors which cover the whole road surface completely. We propose and prove that the optimal position of sensors is that the three nearest sensors on the different sid form an isosceles triang
